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Abstract 
Previous work on interpolation by linear combinations of the form aC(x)+ bS(x)+ ~-~=~ ix i, where C and S are given 
functions and the coefficients a, b, and {c~i} are determined by the interpolation conditions, was restricted to uniformly 
spaced interpolation nodes. Here we derive both Newtonian and Lagrangian formulae for the interpolant for arbitrarily 
chosen distinct nodes. In the Newtonian form the interpolating function is expressed as the sum of the interpolating 
polynomial based on the given nodes and two correction terms involving an auxiliary function for which a recurrence 
relation is obtained. Each canonical function for the Lagrangian form may be expressed as a product of the corresponding 
Lagrange polynomial and a function which depends on divided differences of C(x) and S(x). (~ 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
A MS classification: 41A05; 65D05 
Keywords: Mixed interpolation; Divided differences; Lagrange interpolation 
I. Introduction 
Interpolation formulae provide the foundation on which we build many of the formulae of numer- 
ical analysis. Finite-difference approximations for derivatives, quadrature formulae, linear multistep 
methods and collocation methods for ordinary differential equations, and a variety of numerical 
methods for integral equations are based on interpolatory approximations for functions defined ex- 
plicitly or implicitly in the statement of the particular problem. The interpolating functions are 
mostly algebraic polynomials and to a much lesser extent trigonometric polynomials; in both cases 
representations of the approximations and formulae for truncation errors are well known, and are 
described in several textbooks, for example, Davis [10]. 
Polynomial interpolation is not always appropriate - -  in the words of Stiefel and Bettis [16], "But 
polynomials are a special kind of function not ordinarily encountered in celestial mechanics." In 
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some applications it is appropriate to consider interpolation by functions of the form 
n--2 
a cos kx + b sin kx + ~ ~ix i, ( 1.1 ) 
i=0 
where k is given and is constant at least locally. Examples include orbit problems and related 
quantum mechanical problems involving the radial Schr6dinger equation, where the dominant part 
of the solution is thought o be well approximated by the trigonometric terms, and the polynomial 
terms allow for any departure from the simple harmonic form. The term "mixed interpolation" for 
such approximation appears to have been introduced by in [11 ], but methods based on interpolation 
by combinations of trigonometric terms and powers, in this and other forms, date back at least to 
the work of Stiefel and Bettis [16] and of Sheffield [15] in 1969. 
De Meyer et al. [11] considered interpolants of the form (1.1) for uniformly spaced nodes on the 
chosen interval. They derived formulae analogous to finite-difference formulae for polynomial inter- 
polation. The truncation error in such an approximation, without he restriction to uniform node spac- 
ing, was investigated in [12]. Chakrabarti and Hamsapriye [5] extended the work of [11] by replacing 
cos kx and sin kx in (l.1) by two functions Ut (kx) and U2(kx) which are linearly independent solu- 
tions of a specified linear differential equation of second order. The formulae of De Meyer et al. [11] 
have been used to derive quadrature formulae [2, 20], numerical methods for initial-value problems 
[ 19, 22] and for boundary-value problems for ordinary differential equations [ 17, 21 ], and methods for 
a variety of integral and integro-differential equations [ 1, 3, 4, 18]. The generalisation by Chakrabarti 
and Hamsapriye [5] has been used by the same authors to derive some quadrature rules [6, 7]. 
The work of this paper was prompted by our interest in mixed collocation methods [8] for ordinary 
differential equations of the special form y" : f (x ,  y). For that purpose we were concerned mainly 
with interpolants of the form (1.1) but I shall express the problem in a slightly more general form. 
Problem: A function f is defined on a real interval I and its values are known at n + 1 distinct 
points, Xo,X~,...,xn of I, where n >~ 2. We require an approximation of the form 
n--2 
f , (x )  : aC(x) + bS(x) + ~ o~i xi, (1.2) 
i--O 
where 
f , (x i )  = f (x j ) ,  for j : 0 .... ,n, (1.3) 
and C and S are given functions defined on I. 
For example, the choice C(x) : cos kx and S(x) = sin kx gives (1.1), whereas with C(x) = x "-I 
and S(x) = x n the problem becomes that of polynomial interpolation. Equally C and S could be 
any of the function pairs considered by Chakrabarti and Hamsapriye [5]. 
2. Existence and uniqueness 
The interpolation conditions (1.3), imposed on the expression (1.2), give the linear system 
Av =f ,  (2.1) 
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where v = (a, b, ~o,. . . ,  ~n-2) T, f = ( f (xo) ,  f (x l  ) , . . . ,  f (x , ) )  T and 
C(xo)  S(xo)  1 xo . . .  xo 
n- -2  C(x l  ) S(x l  ) 1 xl . . .  xl 
A ~ . . . . .  • 





t /  
det A = I-[(xi - x0) 
C(xo)  S(xo)  1 
C[xl,xo] S[Xl,Xo] 0 
C[x2,xo] S[x2,xo] 0 
n--2 
X 0 . . .  X 0 
n--3 1 . . .  x 1 
1 ... x~ -3 
n--3 
• . .  X B C[x,,xo] S[x,,xo] 0 1 
C(x,) - C(xo) S(x,) - S(xo) 
and S[xi,xo] = 
X i - -  X o Xi -- X o 
are divided differences of C and S. Since all but one element of the third column vanishes, det A re- 
duces to a determinant of order n of similar structure, multiplied by a product of n nodal differences. 
Repetition of this idea eventually gives 
detA = (S[x . . . . . .  xo]C[x,_ ,  . . . . .  x0] - C[x . . . . . .  xo]S[x, , . . . . .  x0]) H(x i  - xj), (2.3) 
j< i  
in terms of the divided differences of order n - 1 and n of C and S. Because sets of nodes appear 
frequently in expressions like the right-hand side of (2.3) we shall use a notation which will make 
°o•  
The linear system, and consequently the interpolation problem, has a unique solution if and only 
if the (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix A is non-singular. If C(x)  = x n-l  and S(x)  = x ~ the matrix A is a 
permutation of a Vandermonde matrix and is non-singular if and only if the interpolation odes are 
distinct. For other choices of the functions C and S the situation is not so simple. 
A set {u0,uj . . . . .  un} of continuous real-valued functions defined on a real interval I is called a 
Chebyshev system (or Tchebycheff system), or more briefly a T-system, if the determinant 
uo(xo) u,(xo) ... u,(xo) 
uo(x~) u~(x~) ... u,(x,)  
UO(Xn) U,(Xn) ... Un(X,) 
is non-zero for all sets of n + 1 distinct points Xo, X~ . . . . .  x ,  in I. Some authors demand that the 
determinants be strictly positive but without loss of generality we may multiply one of the functions 
by -1  if necessary to achieve that [13, 14]. The functions u0, u~ . . . . .  u, form a complete Chebyshev 
system, or CT-system, if {U0, Ul,...,Ur} is a T-system for each r = 0, 1,...,n. For example, the 
powers ui(x)  = x i, i = O, 1 , . . . ,  n form a CT-system on any finite interval. The interpolation problem 
defined by (1.2) and ( 1.3) has a unique solution for every set of n + 1 distinct nodes in any interval 
for which {C(x) ,S (x ) ,  1,x,.. . ,x "-2} is a T-system. 
To simplify the determinant of A subtract he first row from the (i ÷ 1 )th row, and divide by 
x / -  Xo, for i = 1,2,. . . ,n, to obtain 
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those expressions more compact. Let a = {x0,xl . . . .  ,x,} be the set of  interpolation odes and let a/ 
be the set obtained by removing the node xj from a. Then (2.3) may be written as 
detA : (S[a]C[a,] - C [a ]S[a , ] )H(x~-  x/). (2.3a) 
j<i 
The particular choice C(x) = x "-1 and S(x) = x" gives C[x,, . . . ,x0] = 0 and C[,%-1 . . . .  ,x0] = 
1 = S[x . . . . . .  x0], from which the known value of the Vandermonde determinant follows. With 
C(x) = cos kx and S(x) = sin kx we can use the expression for divided differences in terms of 
function values, 
C[a] : C[x,,,...,Xo] = ~ ,__~, C(xi) , (2.4) 
i=0 11  j :0 (Xi -- X J) 
j4i 
and some elementary trigonometry, to obtain the alternative formula 
[]I~<i I ~n-lqO T--rn sink(xp-Xq) det A -- (xj - XJ) ~ -1 - - - - -  2__,~- , (2.5) 
, ,=o = H =o(X  - x r )  - Xs) r~q s~p 
where, as in the statement of  the problem, n ~> 2. In particular, with n = 2 this gives 
detA --- sin k(x2 -x l  ) + sin k(xl -Xo)  + sin k(xo -x2)  
4 sin (k(x2 - x, )/2) sin(k(x, - x0)/2) sin(k(x2 - Xo)/2). 
1 x . . .  x ~-2  C(x )  
0 1 ... (n - 2)x n-3 C(x)  
0 0 ... (n -  2)! Cl'-2)(x) 
0 0 ... 0 C~'-~(x) 
0 0 ... 0 C~")(x) 
S(x) 
S'(x) 
S O_2 (x) ' 
S( " -  J )(x ) 
for r = 1,. . . ,  n ÷ 1. The first n - 1 of  those Wronskian determinants are upper triangular, and are 
clearly positive, so only the last two remain to be considered. They are positive if C( ' -~)(x)> 0 
Now distinct nodes do not guarantee a unique solution of  the interpolation problem. For example, A 
is singular if k(x2-x0)  = 2n, though it is clearly nonsingular if x0 < xl < x2 and k(x2 -Xo)  < 2n 
and therefore the set of functions {1,cos kx, sin kx} is a T-system on the interval [0,2n); see [13, 
p. 180] 
De Meyer et al. [12] state that the set of  functions {cos ~,  sin kx, 1,x,...  ,x "-2} forms an extended 
complete Chebyshev system over the interval (Xo,Xn) i f  0 < k(x, - x0) < ~. The word "extended" 
refers to a modification of  the definition of a CT-system to allow for multiple interpolation odes, 
an aspect which will not be considered here. The argument, for which I am indebted to Dr. H. De 
Meyer, is based on Theorem 9.1 of  [14]. That theorem shows that n-times differentiable functions 
UO, b/l,...,/gn on an interval I form a CT-system if their Wronskian determinants are positive for all 
x E I. The Wronskian determinants for the set {1,x, . . . ,x ' -2 ,  C(x),S(x)} are obtained by retaining 
only the first r rows and columns of the determinant 
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and Cl" - I ) (x )S l " ) (x ) -  Sl"- I)(x)Cl")(x) > 0 for all x E I. Any further progress in identifying a 
suitable interval I requires more information on the functions C and S. For example, if C¢n-J)(x) is 
a positive multiple of sin/cx and S¢"-~)(x) is a negative multiple of cos kx the conditions are satisfied 
for 0 < x < ~/k. Since we may multiply S or C by -1 ,  or interchange the S and C columns, 
it follows that {1,X,...,xn-2,COS kx, sin kx} is a Chebyshev set on (O, rt/k) and the corresponding 
interpolation problem has a unique solution for all choices of n + 1 distinct nodes on that interval. 
Of course, the interpolation problem may have a unique solution for all sets of n + 1 distinct nodes 
on a larger interval - -  we have already seen that when n = 2 we have a T-system on the larger 
interval [0, 2r~). 
The knowledge that we are working with a Chebyshev system on an interval I guarantees a
unique solution of the interpolation problem for all choices of the appropriate number of distinct 
nodes on I, but that may be more than we need. It may suffice to know that the problem has a 
unique solution for a particular set of nodes relevant o the problem under consideration. 
If the interpolation odes are uniformly spaced, so that xi = Xo + ih for a given spacing h and 
i = 0 . . . . .  n, then 
/7 
H(  - x,) = h"'"+''2 I I J  ! 
j<i j= l  
and divided differences are related to backward differences by the formula 




detA = h ~-I)(n-2)/2D n I I  J! 
j= l  
~n-lC(xn_l)  ~n- lS(x._ l )  
D, = ~"C(x , )  "~"S(x,) ' 
in agreement with Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) of Chakrabarti and Hamsapriye [5]. The notation used here 
was chosen to facilitate comparison with De Meyer et al. [1 1]. With C(x)= cos kx, S(x)  = sin kx, 
x0 = 0 and 0 = kh they showed that 
D, = 22"-I sinZn -1 0 0 cos 
and consequently in that case A is non-singular when kh is not an integral multiple of 72. 
3. Interpolation formulae 
The polynomial interpolant of degree n for a function f whose values are known at n + 1 distinct 
points, Xo,Xj, . . . ,x,,  may be expressed in Newtonian form as 
p, (x)  = f (xo)  + (x - xo)f[xl,xo] +. ' .  + (x - Xo)... (x - x,_, ) f i x  . . . . .  ,x0], (3.1) 
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or in the Lagrangian form 
pn(x) = ~ li(x)f(xi), 
i=0 
where 
li(x) = I-I X 
j=O xi Xj 
Here we derive analogous formulae for the interpolant f,(x). 
(3.2) 
(3.2a) 
3.1. Newtonian form 
Although De Meyer et al. [11] were concerned with uniformly spaced nodes, some of their ideas 
can be applied to the more general problem by working with divided differences rather than the 
backward ifferences which they used. 
The method used to simplify det A in Section 1 suggests a way to simplify the linear system 
(2.1) sufficiently to obtain a useful expression for the interpolant f,(x). Each equation may be 
replaced by a linear combination of that equation and earlier equations of the system; here we 
choose the combinations which generate divided differences and we define P](x) = x;. System (2.1) 
is equivalent to 
B 
i I f(xo) I [ f[x,,xo] 
= [f{xz,x,,xo] , 
! 




C(xo) S(xo) 1 Xo 
C[xl,xo] S[xl,xo] 0 1 
C[x2,xl,xo] . . . .  S[x2,xl,xo] 0 0 
| c[~.] s[~.] 0 0 
\ C[a] s[a] o o 
• . .  Xg  -2  - 
• .. Pn-2[Xl,Xo] 
..."" P,-2[xi, J ' 
. . ,  
with the notation introduced in Section 2 for the complete and partial sets of nodes• Let Bp,q be 
the co-factor of the element in the (p,q) position of the matrix B, the determinant of the matrix 
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obtained by deleting row p and column q of B. The coefficients of f ,  may be expressed as 
a - -  
n 




det B ~--~(- 1 )P+lf[xp,... ,xo]Bp+l,2, 
p=0 
and, for i = 0,. . . ,  n - 2, 
n 
1 Z( -  1 )P+if[Xp . . . .  , xo ]Op+l , i+  3 . 
det B p=0 
O~ i m 
Then 
f . (x )  - 
1 
f[Xp,.. .  ,xo]Bp+l(X), 
det B 
p=0 
where Bp+l(x ) is obtained by replacing row p ÷ 1 of det B by 
C(x) S(x) 1 x ... x "-2. 
Let/9,  = det B. By expanding that determinant in terms of its last row it is seen that/)0 --- C(xo) 
and, for n ~> 1, 
zS .  = - 
a result which could also be deduced from (2.3a). To evaluate Bp+l(x) for p = 0,... ,n -2  we may, 
p--I without altering the value of the determinant, replace each element in row p + 1 by /-Ii=0 (x -  xi) 
times its pth divided difference for the set of nodes X, Xp_l,... ,Xo. Then expansion in terms of the 
last row gives 
p--1 
= b .  1-I (x - 
i=0 
It follows that 
n--2 1 
f , (x )  = ~ qp(x)f[Xp,... ,x0] + ~-(B,(x) f [ t r , ]  + B,+, (x)f[tr]), (3.4) 
p=0 ~'n  
p--I where qo(x) = 1 and qp(X) = l~i=o (X -- Xi) for p = 1,.. . ,n + 1. To use another idea suggested by 
De Meyer et al. [11], when f (x )  = C(x) or f (x )  = S(x) this becomes an identity, so 
C[tr,]B,(x) + C[tr]B,+,(x) = D, C(x) - Z qp(x)C[xp . . . . .  x0] , 
p=0 
S[tr,]B,(x) + S[tr]B,+,(x) = L), S(x) - = qp(x)S[xp . . . . .  Xo] • 
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The expressions multiplying /),, on the right-hand sides of these equations are, respectively, the 
truncation errors when C(x) and S(x) are approximated by their interpolating polynomials of degree 
n - 2 based on the nodes x0,...,xn_2; they may be written as 
n-2 
C(x) - ~ qp(x)C[xp,. . .  ,x0] 
p=0 
= EC_2(x )  : qn- l (x )C[x ,  xn -2 , . . .  ,Xo] 
and 
n-2 
S(x) - ~ qp(x)S[xp . . . .  ,x0] 
p=0 
s 
= En_z(X) = qn_ l (x)S[x,  Xn_2 . . . .  ,x0]. 
It follows that 
Bn(X) = (SMC[x ,  xn-2 . . . . .  X0] -- CMS[x ,  xn-2 . . . .  ,XO])qn--l(X), 
Bn+l (x) = -- (S[o-n] C[x, xn-2,..., x0] - C[an]S [x, xn-2, . . . ,  x0])qn-I(X). 
Eq. (3.4) expresses fn (x )  as the sum of the polynomial interpolant of degree n -  2 based on 
the nodes x0 . . . . .  xn-2 and two other terms involving divided differences of order n - 1 and n. With 
some rearrangement we can also express it as the sum of the interpolating polynomial of degree n 
for the full set of nodes and two correction terms, i.e., 
fn (x )  = pn(x) + @n(x)f[a,] + q'n(x)f[a], (3 .5 )  
where Pn is given by (3.1), 
cbn(x) = (Bn(x) - qn_,(x)b.)/Dn 
= qn(x)(S[a]C[x, an] - C[a]S[x, O'n])//)n 
and 
(3.6) 
Tn(x) = Bn+, (x)/[)n - qn(X). 
If a given n is replaced by n -  1 in (3.6), the set o" corresponding to that n is replaced by on; 
therefore 
B.+l(x)  = 
SO 
On- | 
~,(x )  -- D~ q~,-1 - q,(x). (3.7) 
The functions tb, and ~u must, of course, be identically zero for polynomial interpolation; it is 
easily confirmed that they both vanish when C(x) = x "-~ and S(x) = x". It may appear that the 
formulae here put particular emphasis on the two nodes x,_ 1 and x,. This is purely an artifact of the 
notation used and is of no significance whatever since we have not specified any particular order 
for the nodes. 
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3.1.1. A recurrence relation Jbr q~,(x) 
Eq. (3.5) is similar in form to Eq. (3.9) of [11] which contains a function q~,. It is readily 
seen that for uniform node spacing q~,(x) = -k24), (x)hn- I (n-  1)!. De Meyer et al. [11] derived 
recurrence relations for their ~b, by using explicit expressions for backward differences of cos kx 
and sin kx. Chakrabarti and Hamsapriye [5] obtained similar recurrence relations without relying 
on explicit expressions for the differences of the functions considered, but still assuming uniformly 
spaced nodes. By adopting an appropriate notation, which hides irrelevant, distracting details of the 
problem, it is found that some elementary algebraic manipulation provides a recurrence relation for 
the function 4),, thus generalising the work of [11, 5]. 
To emphasise the simple algebraic nature of the argument I shall build the derivation of the 
recurrence relation on two very simple lemmas. Lemma 1 states an elementary algebraic identity. 
Lemma 2 introduces the notation to be used later, and its proof is little more than an adaptation of 
Lemma 1 to that notation. 
Lemma 1. Let {a,} and {b,} be two sequences of  numbers such that the determinant 
bn = an-1 b,_l 
an bn 
does not vanish for any relevant integer n. Then 
an an-2  an-  I 
g}, -- (5._--1 + ~(a ,_2b ,  - b,_2a,). 
Proof. Express the sum 
an an-2 
6, ,5,_1 
in terms of a common denominator and simplify. [] 
Lemma 2. For an arbitrary function u defined at the n + 1 distinct points Xo,... ,x,, let do(u) = 
U(Xo) and, for j = 1 . . . . .  n, let dj(u) = u[xj . . . .  ,Xo] and 
d/_l(C) dj_l(S) 
DJ= d:(C) dj(S) " 
Then 
dn(C) dn-2(C) d,_,(C) 
b~-  -- b ,_ ,  + b ,b , _ ,  Q,(C,S), (3.8a) 
and 
d,(S) d,_2(S) d,_j.(S) Q,(C,S), (3.8b) 
- -  - -  D ,_ t  + D,D,_ I  
where 
Qn( C,S) = dn_2( C)dn( S) - dn_z(S)dn( C). (3.9) 
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Proof. Simply identify {dn(C)}, {dn(S)} and {/3n} with {an}, {b,} and {~n}, respectively, in 
Lemma 1 to establish (3.8a). The change of labelling C ~ S in (3.8a) changes the signs of/3n and 
/3,_1, and since Qn(S,C)= -Qn(C,S), Eq. (3.8b) follows. [] 
Despite their very simple appearance, Eqs. (3.8a) and (3.8b) are generalisations to arbitrarily 
spaced nodes of the notationally more complex equations (2.16) and (2.17) of [5]. 
Theorem 3. The function ~n defined by (3.6) satisfies the recurrence relation 
Qn(C'S) qbn_l(X)- Dn-Z -- qn-l(X), (3.10) 
qgn(X) = Dn D.-, 
for integers n >~ 2, with the starting values 
S(xo)C(x )  - C (xo)S(x )  
• o(x) = 
C(xo) 
S[xl, x0]C[x, x0] - C[xz, xo]S[x, x0] 
• l (x)  = (x -xo .  S[xl ,xo]C(xo) - C[xl ,xo]S(xo) 
Proof. In the notation of Lemma 2 we may write (3.6) as 
• n(x) = ~ C(x) -  qp(x)dp(C) d . (S ) -  S (x) -  qp(x)dp(S) d.(C) . (3.11) 
p=O p=0 
Substitution for dn(C) and dn(S) by using (3.8a) and (3.8b), and apropriate adjustment of the sums 
over p, gives the first two terms on the right of (3.10), together with multiples of qn(x) and qn-l(x) 
in which combinations of d-functions corresponding to Qn(C,S), Dn and/3n-i may be identified. 
Simplification finally gives (3.10). The starting values are obtained from (3.6). [] 
For uniformly spaced nodes the recurrence relation (3.10) reduces to the formula (2.18) of [5], 
when an obvious cancellation has been put into effect in that formula. Eqs. (3.5) and (3.7) combine 
to give the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. The mk~ed interpolant for a fimction f on the set of distinct nodes a = {x0,... ,xn} 
may be written as 
( /3n-'~n_a(X))f[cr], (3.12) f n(X) = pn(X) ÷ qbn(X)f[ffn] -- qn(x) ÷ O--Z--~n 
where q~n(X) and ~n-l(x) are determined by Theorem 3, and a, = {x0 .... ,xn_l}. 
For uniformly spaced nodes, the expression given in Theorem 4 is equivalent to, and somewhat 
neater than, that in Eq. (2.19) of [5], and it requires one less step of the recurrence (3.10). With the 
appropriate choice of C(x) and S(x), Theorem 4 reproduces Eq. (3.13) of [11], when Eq. (3.14) of 
that paper is used to interpret Cn+l(X + h), which has no counterpart for arbitrarily spaced nodes. 
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3.2. Lagrangian form 
The Lagrangian form of the interpolant is
n 
f ,  (x) = ~ L i (x ) f (x  i ), (3.13 ) 
i-O 
a linear combination of function values with coefficient functions which depend on the choice of 
nodes but not on the function approximated. The polynomial p,(x)  in (3.5) may be expressed in 
Lagrangian form by (3.2), and (2.4) expresses a divided difference in terms of function values. 
Combining these we obtain an expression of the required form: 
n-1 f (x i )  + t[tn(x) ~ f(x~) 
f ,(x) = li(x)f(x~) Jr- ~n(X) Z qtn(Xi-- ~ qtn+l(Xi )" 
i=0  i=0 i=0 
This corresponds to the approach used by Brunner et al. [3] for uniformly spaced nodes, but for 
arbitrarily spaced nodes the formula is inelegant and uninformative. 
The canonical function L, in (3.13) may be defined as the function of the form 
n--2 
Li(x) = a(i)C(x) + b(i)S(x) -k E ~J(i)-Jx , (3 .14)  
j-o 
which satisfies the interpolation conditions 
Li(xj) = 6ij, for i , j  = O,...,n. 
This uniquely determines Li(x) if the interpolation problem defined by (1.2) and (1.3) has a unique 
solution. The coefficients in (3.14) satisfy the linear equations 
bU) 
A . = ei~ 
\ _(i) 
\ ~n--2 
where ei is the unit vector with 1 as its (i + 1 )th component, and A is the matrix defined by (2.2). 
We may now proceed as for the set of equations (3.3). Let Ap,q be the co-factor of the element in 
the (p ,q)  position of the matrix A. The first coefficient in (3.14) is 
1 a(i) _ __  
det A 
similarly 
n-2 0 S(xo) 1 ... x o 
1 S(xi) 1 ... x7 -2 
0 S(x,) 1 ... x~ -2 
( - -1 i ) Ai+l,l . 
det A ' 
( -  1 )i+JAi+l,j+ 3
and ~i) = det A ' 
__  J ~"ai+ 1,2 b(i) ( - -1 "~i+IA 
det A 
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for j = 0,. . . ,  n -- 2. Therefore 
Ai+l(X) 
Li(x) -- det A ' 
where Ai+l(x) is the determinant obtained by replacing row i + 1 of detA by 
C(x) S(x) 1 x ... x n-2. 
Theorem 5. The canonical functions Lj of  mixed interpolation are related to the canonical poly- 
nomials li of polynomial interpolation by the equation 
, ,  .S[x, ~r~]C[a~] - C[x, a~]S[~] 
Li(x) = ,~tx~ ~ S[~]C[~,] (3.15) 
Proof. The evaluation of det A was described in Section 2, and rearrangement of the determinant 
defining Ai+l(x) gives 
A,+,(x) = ( -1  ) , - i  
n--2 C(xo) S(xo) 1 . . .  xo 
C(x,_,) S(x,_,) 1 ... x;_ -2 
n--2 C(x~+l) S(x,+i) 1 .. .  xi+l 
C(x)  S (x)  1 .. .  x "-2 
The value of this determinant may be deduced by leaving {x0,...,xi_l} unaltered on the right-hand 
side of (2.3) and making the substitutions 
X i --"+ Xi+ 1 ---+ " • " ---+ X n ~ X. 
The result is 
Ai+l(X) : ( - -1 )  n - i  (X  - -Xr )  (Xq - -Xs )  C[x ,  ai  ] S [x , (7 i ]  . 
L s, q j i  
Division of this by the right-hand side of (2.3a) gives the stated result. [] 
The identities 
L C(x) = Z Li(x)C(xi ), S(x) = Li(x)S(xi), 
i--0 i=0 
and 
L x j = ~ Li(x)~ = li(x)x~, for j = O, 1,.. . ,n - 2, 
i=0 i=0 
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follow from the fact that the interpolant exactly reproduces any function which has the form of 
the right-hand side of (1.3). These are special cases of a general result contained, for example, in 
Theorem 1 of Curry [9]. 
4. Error formulae 
4.1. Truncation error as a quotient of  determinants 
The error in approximating f (x )  by the interpolant f , (x )  is 
E, ( f ;x )  = f (x )  - f , (x )  -- 
det A 
f (x )  C(x) S(x) 1 x ... x "-2 
f (xo)  C(Xo) S(Xo) 1 Xo ... x~ -2 
: : : : : : 
f (x , )  C(x,)  S(x,)  1 x, ... x~ -2 
(4.1) 
where A is the matrix defined by (2.2). The truth of this statement can be seen by observing that 
the quotient of the two determinants i a linear combination of f (x ) ,C (x ) ,S (x ) ,  1 ,x , . . . ,x  "-2, in 
which the coefficient of f (x )  is 1, which vanishes if x E {Xo, Xl . . . . .  Xn}. This is a particular case of 
a general remainder theorem [10, p. 75]. 
Theorem 6. The truncation error in mixed interpolation Jor a function f on the set of  distinct 
nodes o- = {x0,...,x,} may be written as 
f[a.] C[a.] S[a.] 
f[a] C[a] S[a] 




Proof. The determinant displayed in (4.1) may be simplified by the method used for other deter- 
minants in this paper to give the stated result. [] 
This result may also be written as 
E, ( f  ;x) = q,+,(x)f[x, a] 
+ ( -C[x ,  cr] f[o-,] S[o',] f[~r,] C[o',] " ] /  C[o,] S[a,] 
f [a ]  S[a] + S[x,a] f[cr] C[a] / /  C[a] S[a] " \ 
If C(x) = x "-I and S(x) = x" then C[x,~r] = 0 = S[x,a] and 
E, ( f  ;x) = q,+l(x)f[x, a] (4.3) 
as appropriate for polynomial interpolation of degree n. 
Ln 
where 
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4.1. Other expressions for En(f  ;x) 
Let £, be a linear differential operator of order n + 1 which annihilates f , (x )  as given by (1.2). 
Following Chakrabarti and Hamsapriye [5], but changing their notation slightly, we may write 
(Un(X)  d 2 O's(x) d ) d n-1 
= O,+l(x)dx 2 U,+l(x)dx + 1 dx,_ I, 
O.(x )  = S ~°~(x)cC"-~(x) - Cl"l(x)S¢"-~(x), 
and the superscripts indicate differentiation. The interpolant satisfies the differential equation 
[ , fn(X) = O, 
with the n + 1 boundary conditions f , (x i )  = f(xi)  for i = 0 .... ,n. Therefore 
£,E , ( f ;x )=[ , f (x )  with E,( f ;x~)=O. 
Let the interpolation odes be labelled so that x0 < x~ < x, for i -- 1,..., n -  1. Then the truncation 
error may be expressed as 
En(f ;x) = L(x, t ) [nf(t)  dt, 
where Y~(x,t) is the appropriate Green's function. 
If the Green's function is of constant sign for all x and t in [x0,x~], a mean-value theorem for 
integrals gives the result 
E~(f ;x) = t~(x)[~f(~), (4.4) 
where ~b(x) = f]~' Y,(x, t)dt, which is independent of the function f ,  and ~ is some point in (Xo,X,). 
A more useful expression for ~(x) may be obtained by considering mixed interpolation applied to 
x°-' 
(n - 1)!" 
Then £,)~(x) = 1 so En(j~;x) = ~9(x); in other words, ~9(x) is the error in approximating f (x )  by its 
mixed interpolant for the set of nodes a. The interpolant is given by (3.12) in which pn(X) = f (x )  
and )7"[o-] = 0, because j~ is a polynomial of degree n - 1, and also f[a,] = 1/(n - 1)!. Therefore 
~9(x) =-qg , (x ) / (n -  1)! 
and, under the stated assumption on the Green's function, 
E( f  ;x) = -q~,(x)[ , f (~)/(n - 1)!. (4.5) 
Use of the relationship between ~bn and qS, stated at the beginning of Section 3.1.1 shows that 
(4.5) reduces to Eq. (2.19) of [12]. For the particular case where C(x) = cos kx and S(x) = sin kx, 
De Meyer et al. [12] proved that (4.4) is valid when 0 < k(x, -x0)  < ft. Even in that case it has 
not been shown that the result holds under any less restrictive conditions. 
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